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As mentioned in the WCA 2020, Vol. 1 (Chapter 4, paragraph

4.34), when deciding whether to conduct a census by complete

or sample enumeration, in addition to efficiency

considerations (precision versus costs), one should take into

account:

desired level of aggregation for census data;

use of the census as a frame for ongoing sampling

surveys;

data content of the census; and

capacity to deal with sampling methods and subsequent

statistical analysis based on samples.

Background
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Complete enumeration versus 

sample enumeration census
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Complete enumeration Sample enumeration

Advantages

1. Reliable census results for the 

smallest administrative and 

geographic units and on rare events 

(such as crops/livestock types) 

2. Provides a reliable frame for the 

organization of subsequent regular 

infra-annual and annual sample 

surveys. In terms of frames, it is 

much less demanding in respect of 

the holdings’ characteristics

3. Requires fewer highly qualified 

statistical personnel with expert 

knowledge of sampling methods 

than a census conducted on a 

sample basis. This is particularly 

important in countries with limited 

technical expertise

4. Aggregating data from a complete 

enumeration is straightforward and 

does not involve statistical 

estimations

1. Is generally less costly that a 

complete enumeration

2. Contributes to decrease the overall 

response burden

3. Requires a smaller number of 

enumerators and supervisors than a 

census conducted by complete 

enumeration. Consequently, the 

non-sampling errors  can be 

expected to be lower because of 

the employment of better trained 

enumerators and supervisors and 

better quality control

4. Require less processing capacity and 

the results are usually available 

sooner



Complete enumeration versus 

sample enumeration census (contd.)
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Complete enumeration Sample enumeration

Disadvantages

1. High cost and administrative 
complexity

2. High overall response burden 
3. Requires a very large number of 

field staff. As a result: 
- candidates with the desired 

qualifications  might not be 
available in the required number

- the standard might be lowered 
- adequate training of a large number 

of field census staff in a short period 
of time is also challenging with a 
consequent effect on data quality

4.   The amount of data to be processed 
is very large.  The results may be 
considerably delayed if not 
sufficient data processing 
capacities are in place 

1. The amount of subnational data and cross-
tabulations that can be produced is limited

2. Cannot provide accurate information on 
events that occur infrequently

3. May not ensure an adequate or complete 
frame for subsequent agricultural surveys 

4. Requires a reliable sampling frame  
5. Auxiliary information (such as total area of 

the holding, area by main land use types, 
number of   livestock by main types) is 
needed for a sound sample design

6. Requires personnel who are well trained in 
sampling methods and analysis

7. Analysing the data from a sample 
enumeration requires the use of more 
complicated techniques



◦ Sample enumeration is an optimal alternative where there is

severe limitation of funds and personnel .

◦ However, it requires a reliable sampling frame, as well as the

capacity to deal with sampling methods and subsequent

statistical analysis based on samples.

◦ A decision will depend on the level at which the census data are

required (i.e. for the entire country, provinces, districts or even

for smaller administrative units (such as communities)).

◦ Even countries that lack resources should seriously consider

undertaking at least a part of the census items on a complete

enumeration basis. This ensures a good base for preparing an

efficient sampling design, e.g. for planning future agricultural

surveys to collect current agricultural statistics.

Factors for consideration in choosing 

between complete or sample enumeration 
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 There are different ways:

◦ Complete enumeration in the most important agricultural regions of 

the country and/or with easy access and a sample of villages or EAs 

for the rest of the country.

◦ Complete enumeration for some types of holdings or for those above 

an established threshold and sample enumeration for the remaining 

holdings.

 In the second case the following scenarios could be used: 

◦ Complete enumeration for agricultural holdings with the largest 

contribution to the agricultural production, which usually constitute 

the bulk of the holdings. The remaining holdings are enumerated on a 

sample basis.

◦ Complete enumeration for large or “special” holdings, which may 

account for a significant contribution to agricultural production and 

sample enumeration for smaller holdings. 

Combination of complete and sample 

enumeration
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Use of sampling for census enumeration

• In a classical census sampling may be applied when:

 using the short-long questionnaire concept (the short

questionnaire is administered to all target population of holdings,

while the long questionnaire is administered only to a sample of

such holdings); or

 conducting a sample-based census as a single one-off operation.

• In the modular approach sampling is needed for selection
of holdings to apply the supplementary module(s).

• When the census is part of an integrated census/survey
modality, rotating modules are conducted on a sample
basis.

• Use of registers as a source of census data could also be
combined with filed enumeration on a sample basis.
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Sampling techniques can also be used:

 During the preparation phase, in pilot censuses, sampling 
methods may be applied to test census instruments and 
procedures

 For quality checks during field operations when the work of 
enumerators and supervisors is evaluated using sampling to 
avoid selections biases

 To improve the census coverage

 For non-response follow-up 

 In post-enumeration surveys (PES) sampling methods are 
applied to assess the census coverage and the accuracy of 
responses 

 For the preparation of flash census preliminary results to be 
disseminated shortly after census data collection 

Uses of sampling at other census stages
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 The following sampling techniques can be used for the 

construction of probability sample designs for agricultural 

censuses and surveys: 

o simple random sampling (SRS),

o systematic sampling (SYS), 

o stratified sampling (STR), 

o sampling with probability proportional to size (PPS), 

omultivariate probability proportional to size, 

o cluster sampling, 

omulti-stage sampling, etc. 

 Advances in sampling theory, such as calibration, ratio and 

regression estimation may also be used to improve the 

reliability of census data collected by sample enumeration. 

Sampling techniques used in a census
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• Some conditions are essential for cost-efficient element sampling (using SRS, 

SYS, STR or PPS):

o A fairly complete and up-to-date frame (listing of elements, e.g. holdings 

or households) of the target population must be available. 

o Locating the elements and collecting the data must be feasible and 

economical. 

o Besides, such techniques as PPS and STR have strong requirements for 

prior auxiliary information for each element in the population. 

 Therefore, element sampling is not always feasible in ACs, especially in 

countries that do not have a well-established system of agricultural surveys. 

 For a given sample size:

o Sampling errors are smaller in an element sampling than in a cluster 

sampling. 

o However, the element sampling involves a larger frame development and 

data collection costs because the sample in that case is more widely 

dispersed than, for example, if two-stage sample design is used.

One-stage or element sampling
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 Typically, the sample design for an AC consists of a combination of various 

sample selection techniques. A manageable sample design often involves 

clustering and several stages of sampling. 

 In cluster sampling, a sample of clusters (PSUs, such as districts, villages, 

EAs) is first drawn from the population of clusters. In the next stage, all 

elements of the sampled clusters are taken if one-stage cluster sampling is 

applied, or a sample of elements (SSUs) is drawn from each sample cluster in 

the case of two-stage cluster sampling. 

 The practical aspects of sampling and data collection are the main motivation 

for use of clustering. 

◦ An important advantage in cluster sampling is that a sampling frame at the 

element level (e.g. AH) is not needed for the whole population, but cluster-

level frames are often accessible. 

◦ Cluster sampling is especially motivated by cost efficiency, that is, the 

relatively low cost per sample element (AH), because of lower costs for 

both listing and data collection (locating). 

Clustering and multi-stage sampling procedure
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• However, in practice, clusters (such as villages, EAs) tend

to be internally homogeneous, and this intra-cluster

homogeneity increases standard errors and thus decreases

statistical efficiency. Therefore, when constructing a

sample design for ACs and surveys, more clusters will

need to be selected and then subsampled using measures

of size.

• The multi-stage sampling procedure, aimed at

achieving maximal accuracy of statistics for allowed

costs, is largely employed for ACs and surveys.

Clustering and multi-stage sampling procedure (contd.)
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 A census frame should cover all AHs of the country without omission and

duplication.

 Sample designs can be classified according to the type of sampling frame

used:

o List frames

o Area frames

o Multiple frames

 The main difference between various sample designs is whether the final

stage of sample selection is a listing of holdings or households, or is land

based, or is a combination of a sample of area elements with a list sample.

 Census offices should choose the sample design most appropriate for the

country, taking into account resources available, required accuracy of

estimates of the principal characteristics, the desired level of aggregation

for census data, etc.

Main types of sample designs 
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 Are the most commonly used sampling procedures in ACs.

 The sampling frame is a list of agricultural holdings or households (e.g. when a

wider census is conducted) which represent the ultimate sampling units.

 Both one-stage and multi-stage list sample designs can be applied.

 A sampling frame should include relevant auxiliary information such as

measures of farm size, e.g. total area of the holding, number of livestock by main

types.

 List sample designs often include some strata of “special holdings” that are

completely enumerated, or have a high sampling fraction. The strata of “special

holdings” may consist of large commercial holdings, holdings with the largest

area of agricultural land or for a given crop, those with the largest number of

livestock, highly specialized holdings or those corresponding to a localized

production, etc.

 All sampling techniques specified above, using one or more stages, can be

applied in list sample designs for agricultural censuses.

List sample designs
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 Element sampling is appropriate when an exhaustive up-to

date list frame of agricultural holdings exists.

 There is an additional request for relevant auxiliary

information to apply STR or PPS techniques for selection of

ultimate sampling units (AHs or households).

 The use of remote data collection methods, such as CASI

and CATI facilitates element sampling. With these methods,

element sampling procedure becomes more feasible, as data

collection costs are less affected by scattering level of

holdings in the country.

List sample designs: use of element (one-

stage) sampling 
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 In single-stage cluster sampling a probability sample of

PSUs is selected and every element in the selected clusters is

surveyed. One of the popular sampling techniques to select

PSUs is the PPS method, with probability proportional to

PSUs number of AHs or households.

 Multi-stage sampling is widely used especially for the

household sector. AHs or households are selected at the last

stage of the sample selection process after first selecting

PSUs, then selecting secondary sampling units (SSUs) from

the selected PSUs, and so on.

 Theory establishes that PSUs should be internally as

heterogeneous (with respect to the variables of interest) as

possible. In this respect, a prior stratification of PSUs is

needed in order to build PSUs as similar as possible.

List sample designs: use of clustering
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 Area sample design: ultimate sampling units are land elements (areas).

Land elements for ACs and surveys are either areal units or pieces of

land (often named segments) and points, i.e.:

o Segments with natural (or physical) boundaries (such as roads,

rivers or stable field boundaries). These are usually sampled in two

stages. In the first stage the territory is divided into blocks (PSUs).

PSUs can be stratified and sampled. The selected PSUs are divided

into segments.

o Segments with a regular geometric shape, such as squares. The

sampling concepts are the same as the segments with physical

boundaries

o Points: small segments that contain a single land cover type, except in

the case of mixed crops. Points can also be sampled inside PSUs.

• The area frame is ideally suited for estimating parameters related to land

areas, e.g. to estimate the under coverage associated with the census.

Area sample design 
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 The sampling unit should be associated to an AH. It is necessary to
establish a criterion to associate each sampled land element with an AH.
There are basically three methods of defining a reporting unit when the
area sample design is used:

o Open Segment: The reporting unit depends on the location of the
headquarters of the AH or of the household. If it falls within a
sampled segment, data are collected for the holding’s entire
operation.

o Closed Segment: The reporting unit is a tract of land within the
segment boundaries comprising all or part of a holding. In this case
the farmer should provide information on the target variables referred
only to the tract inside the segment. Therefore, this method is not
suitable for ACs.

o Weighted Segment Estimator: The reporting unit is all land operated
by every holding that also has land within the sample segment. The
estimator is based on the ratio of the holder’s land in the segment to
the land area in the entire operation.

Area sample design (contd.)
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 Most area sample designs for ACs use STR. The strata
are defined by intensity of cultivated land,
predominance of certain crops or other land-use
characteristics.

 It can involve single or multiple stages.

 It is well suited for estimating parameters related to
land areas such as cropland. However it has major
limitations for estimating other parameters required by
a census (such as on livestock, demographic and social
characteristics, etc.).

 Therefore, area sample designs for ACs are usually used
in combination with the list sampling frame. In that
case the design is known as multiple frame sample
design.

Area sample design (contd.)
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 Multiple frame sample design (MFSD) usually involves the joint

use of area and list frames. Multiple frame estimates combine area

sample with list sample estimates for each census characteristic.

 An MFSD is most efficient when a list of relatively few “special

holdings” complement the larger population of smaller farms

covered by the area frame. The special holdings should all be

enumerated if possible. The area sample design might be used to

ensure full census coverage.

 Any duplication between the list frame (e.g. of special holdings)

and AHs partially or totally included in the selected area sample

segments must be eliminated from the selected segments. This

operation requires special attention and resources. For this

reason, it is important to utilize a manageable list of special

holdings that would be feasible to inspect.

Sample designs based on multiple frames
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 The choice of sample design should be made taking into account:

o the availability of trained personnel, financial and information resources;

o the required accuracy of estimates of the principal characteristics; and

o desired level of aggregation for census data.

 The sample design should be simple enough to operate in the field with the help

of available personnel.

 In case funds and other resources required are beyond the capacity of the

country, the sample design has to be adjusted in view of the resources actually

available and the stakeholders have to be informed about the results that will be

achieved with this change in the sample design.

 The appropriate sample size depends upon many factors, such as the efficiency

of the sampling design adopted, the requirements for national versus subnational

estimates.

 The availability of a complete and up-to-date sampling frame and of the 

relevant auxiliary information for sample should be carefully considered. 

Choice of sample design 
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• List sample designs versus area sample designs

◦ Lists of farms with associated auxiliary data on size measures is more

statistically efficient for census sample design purposes. However, in

many cases the list frames are not complete or up-to-date.

◦ The main advantage of an area frame design is that completeness is

easy to ensure and extrapolation factors are reliable and not difficult

to compute. However it has major limitations for estimating

parameters such as on livestock, socio-demographic characteristics.

• Multiple frame designs versus area sample designs

◦ Multiple frame designs are preferable to area sample designs since

they can provide more accurate estimates of important census items

and because the extra work involved in design and implementation

will generally not be significant.

List sample designs and multiple frame 

designs versus area sample designs
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Country example: List sample design

 States in the country were grouped into two categories: i) states
with land records (covering 91% of the country area) and ii) states
and Union Territories (UT) without land records, and Punjab state
(which, though a land record state, followed the procedure for
data collection as in the case of non-land record states). The
census enumeration was undertaken in three phases:

 Phase I: complete enumeration of all agricultural holdings in
land-record states and in all households of sampled villages of
non-record states, generating a short list of characteristics such as
number and area according to gender, social group of holders,
types of holdings, size of holdings;

 Phase II: sample enumeration of holdings to collect detailed data
on irrigation status, tenancy particulars, cropping pattern, terms of
leasing, etc.

India, AC 2010-11: combination of one-stage and two-

stage sampling designs
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Country example: List sample  design 

(contd.)

 Phase III (Input Survey): sample enumeration of holdings for

collection of data on input-use patterns according to major data

size groups and various crops.

 Sample design:

o In phase I in non-land record states/UT and phase II in all

states, one-stage sampling designs were used where 20% of

villages in each Tehsil/Taluka (subdistricts in India) were

sampled.

o In phase III, enumeration in all states/UT was carried out using

a two-stage sample design where in the first stage, villages

were sampled (7% of villages in each Tehsil/Taluka) and in the

second stage, households were sampled in the selected villages.

India, AC 2010-11: combination of one-stage and two-

stage sampling designs
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Country example: Sample design 

based on multiple frames

 List frame was used for complete enumeration of large farms and farms

with rare commodities (special farms), while area sampling frame was

applied for remaining farms.

 The area sampling units, represented by segments with physical

boundaries (of around one km2), were sampled in two stages.

 EAs defined by the Bureau of Statistics to conduct the 2007 PHC were

used for stratum identification, construction and sampling of the

segments.

 For stratification purposes, the land area of Fiji was classified into nine

land use strata. The EAs were first reviewed for the presence of pine

forests and natural reserves. After these areas were removed, the

remainder EAs were divided into one km2 grids (based on topographic

maps) before the sampling process occurred.

Fiji: 2009 National Agricultural Census
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Country example: Sample designs 

based on multiple frames (contd.)

 Sampling units were numbered (in a serpentine fashion) and a sample of

segments using SYS was then drawn. After the segments were sampled,

the maps using recognizable boundaries “around the grid” were prepared.

 The weighted segment estimator method was applied for defining

reporting units.

 A 10% sampling of one km2 segments (100 ha) for a total of over 1,600

segments (10-12 villages per segment) were drawn from each of the crop

production areas of land in each district. In total, 9,338 farms were

enumerated, including 461 large farms in the list frame. The total

estimated number of farms was 65,000.

 For further details, the reader can refer to the national census report:

http://www.fao.org/fileadmin/templates/ess/ess_test_folder/World_Censu

s_Agriculture/Country_info_2010/Reports/Manuals_4/FJI_ENG_MAN_

2009.pdf

Fiji: 2009 National Agricultural Census
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THANK  YOU!
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